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PRESS RELEASE 
 

TEXAS AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGIES ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH TELEDYNE CONTROLS.  
 

ABILENE, Texas, May 11, 2022 – TEXAS AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGIES, a subsidiary of Texas Aerospace Services, is 
pleased to announce our appointment as a distributor for Teledyne Controls.  Through this partnership Texas 
Aerospace Technologies will be responsible for sales and marketing of the Teledyne Controls portfolio of 
products for all aftermarket applications around the world, excluding Asia Pacific and military end users.  Texas 
Aerospace Technologies will provide a primary focus on sales and promotion of the Teledyne Controls leading 
line of data loader products including the revolutionary PMAT® XS.   
 
“Texas Aerospace Technologies is excited to announce our partnership with Teledyne Controls.  As a leading 
supplier of Data Loaders, Data Acquisition Units, Cabin Air Monitoring, and Connected Aircraft and 
Networking solutions, Teledyne Controls as a partner brings significant value to our customers around the 
globe!” said Brad Sutphin, Vice President of Texas Aerospace Technologies.  

About Texas Aerospace Technologies 

Texas Aerospace Technologies, a subsidiary of Texas Aerospace Services, is a solution-based company with a 
primary focus on value added distribution, STC development, new product development and introductions to 
the avionics and aviation marketplace. Texas Aerospace Technologies core focus is high technology products 
which help push the boundaries of aviation and promote safety. Our goal is to provide the best products and 
services in the industry while maintaining the highest level of integrity to all our partners. www.txaero.com  

About Teledyne Controls 

Headquartered in Southern California, Teledyne Controls LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Teledyne 
Technologies Incorporated.  Teledyne Controls is a leading manufacturer and innovator of a wide range of data 
management solutions designed to help aircraft operators collect, distribute, and analyze aircraft data more 
efficiently.  Teledyne Controls maintains worldwide facilities and a global network of field representatives to 
support its many airline, airframe, and military customers.  To learn more about Teledyne Controls, 
visit: www.teledynecontrols.com, or follow the Company on social media at: LinkedIn or Facebook.  
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